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P R E V I E W of  S A M P L E  C H A P T E R S

Preface

Not that long ago I was a newbie to TpT ebook publishing. Ongoing, my 
learning continues in updates for what works for selling ebooks online.

Due to my independent mind-set my covers are my own creations. None are 
generated by a cover creator program, or from the many templates available.
Determined to brand myself, the fact is, I like creating my own unique style. 
More-so, the manifested outcome when my products $ell is thrilling!

This guide has ideas and tips that I learned after my various ebook stores 
were in place. In other words, when I had one book loaded in any of my 
stores it was open for business. My product line has since expanded. You 
will get a glimpse of my ebooks throughout this guide as they serve as 
prime examples. 

Practice makes perfect. Perfecting our ebooks in our online stores is a 
constant task of tweaking. Remember ebooks are flexible and you can 
choose to design them any way you want. And, if they don't work out, 
or you want to adjust them this way or that, it is just keystrokes away.

So enclosed  are some helpful hints to get you started....or some great 
reminders for the seasoned seller.
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The title of this book “CREATE SCREAMING eBOOK COVERS THAT 
SELL” is just what it implies. We have all made book or product covers that 
did not work…. and more importantly did NOT sell our product. Thus we 
found it necessary to revisit our book cover(s) for its merits. This may have 
led to mild- or drastic reconstruction to add selling appeal. 

Sometimes you do get the cover aligned the first time. And sometimes you 
need to recreate your cover not just once—but twice—or more! 

And, no worries! Because the ebook journey is all about the learning curve. 
Therefore, re-evaluating to improve, re-creating and sharing lessons accrued 
is what this ebook is all about. 

So via my many trials and tribulations set forth are some examples of 
befores and afters. And many more tips thereafter.

You may have the greatest content in the book world. BUT. If your readers 
cannot get past your cover; won't even go inside to read the preview; pass it 
by a bazillion times; that equals a big NO seller. 

Most of you have discovered: COVERS ARE ULTRA IMPORTANT. Both 
as a buyer and as a seller. Great covers not only get people to look inside 
your ebook, they SELL YOUR PRODUCT. Period. 

The book covers shared here are mine alone. To quantify, I write in many 
genres from educational teaching products to ebook stories. Products are 
sold in PDF, Powerpoint, Word Docs, in both fiction and non-fiction, 
and in a variety of platforms of ebook re-sellers.

Covers are presented in square and traditional rectangle shapes. There are 
reasons. As for SQUARE covers; they take up more screen space width-
wise. On some educational re-seller sites these square covers appear 
predominantly bigger. This is currently the popular formatting for 
teaching ebook covers due to this larger screen space consumption.
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The well known RECTANGLE covers are typical standard formatting of 
ebook re-sellers such as Apple, Amazon, Smashwords, Barnes&Noble and 
the rest. The book cover dimensions are up to each author, but different 
industries tend to dictate accepted formatting trends.

While the square cover may be more imposing in your ebookstore by taking 
up visually more screen space, the rectangle cover actually shows up more 
predominant on Pinterest boards if that is how you chose to advertise.

As for myself I use square covers mostly for my education products and 
rectangle for traditional ebookstores that carry main stream reading. If you 
are deciding whether to create both square and rectangle size covers, or just 
one size, consider it carefully. Re-purposing covers takes a lot more effort 
and energy. Managing different sized covers to fit all needs is quite time 
consuming. What I'm saying is plan ahead, and look down the road to make 
your cover life easy.

Bottom line, no matter what size cover you format, a good cover is a good 
cover; and a lousy one that won't sell, is just that.
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Lesson 1: Hard Core Cover Re-dos
So let's begin. Here are some of my before—and afters. 

This is a product that never had one sale after 14 months and two cover 
revisions. So, naturally the book was re-evaluated. I believed the content 
was solid. And concluded the cover graphics needed to be to-the-point 
simpler, not obscure. Additionally, the title needed to be targeted, easy to 
read, and immediately understandable. The dramatic changes resulted in 
this product becoming a top seller in my educational ebookstores. 

 

Conclusion:
Covers are worth a 2nd, 3rd, and 4th look to scrutinize their merits.

Covers need to appeal to a buyer’s immediate need and/or interest.

Covers assure a buyer of the promise that awaits inside.

Covers set the intent and the mood for the contents that await. 

Covers are not only the billboard for your product; they open the door.

Cover TITLES and VISUALS are best created explicitly simple.

Cover DESIGN is more important that cover size.

Covers MUST be supported by GREAT CONTENT.
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Lesson 2: Changing Backgrounds
Just using the Title Words do work for many covers. Sometimes it is only 
the background that needs to change. 

This cover started off with simple with basic text. The purple version sold 
few books. Taking a second and third look it became apparent a redo to the 
background was necessary. The title words fit the content fine, so that aspect
just needed to be adapted to a new design.  

Selected wisely, fonts and colors convey and carry the mood of the title. 
If you are unsure of what colors and/or font styles to use, do some research. 
Go look at product covers in your genre to determine trends and styles. 

Note the before and after colors on A JOB FIT 4 YOU. Purple versus green 
says what? Think of the obvious: A job equals money, and money is 
GREEN!
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Key Ideas:

Keep title words simple, comprehensible, and easy to read.

The title is important, but so is the background cover art.

Clarity Counts: buyers want to know immediately what the product is.

Spell the words correctly, unless you are using an acronym or clever 

hook.

Titles can include describing words as: Editable, Powerpoint, Activity,

Template, or Subtitles.

Size and Fonts Matter! BOLD and BiG titles are easier to see as 

buyers cruise by.
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Lesson 3: Get the Picture!
Pictures are Worth a 1000 Words….and actually more in the case of a good 
book cover! Photographs and clip art are powerful attractors. Visuals tell a 
story. Pictures convey a mood, a genre, can be expressive, or even offer a 
subtle hint. Just take a look at the next romance novel you gaze upon. And, 
note the body language in the images.

Here is a cover that got a face-lift with the help of a clip-art picture. What a 
difference! One lesson learned was rather than slapping on a cover to get it 
out in your store, just wait a bit. Be patient. Think about what your cover 
may be telling another person unfamiliar with your subject matter. Think 
about the jewels of information that await inside your story line or book. 
What does it truly offer? Then design an emotional-sensory cover. 
One that depicts the essence of your message.
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Lesson 4: DO Judge a Book by ITS Cover!
The old adage, “Don’t Judge a Book by its Cover” no longer applies.
People DO judge the value of your product by the title AND the cover 
visuals.

Here are a few examples of purposeful, no-doubt-in-your mind visuals 
hooked to their title.
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Consider Your Cover as two distinct parts that must compliment each other:
 
Part 1 is the TITLE ~ the actual words.

Part 2 is the VISUALS ~ the pictures, background, fonts, sizes, graphics, etc.

Whether your title is dictated by your content. Or the subject of your book 
matter determines your title, one fact remains: Both the title and book 
content must be married and linked to each other to complement and 
complete your book as a cohesive unit.

Forget-me-Not TiP!
By the way, do NOT forget to place your author name on your book cover. 
You can even use your name as a brand. Notice my name spaced out runs 
across the bottom- or top of every book cover. Create a brand or logo for 
yourself to use on the cover, title page, in the footer, or elsewhere. Let 
readers know your name so they can identify you with your line up of 
ebooks.
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Lesson 13: Scaled to Fit

Designing a scale-able book cover is most important. You will find that you 
will want to use your book covers in other formats, so scale-ability is a must.

Test out how each ebook cover will look before posting it. Reduce your 
book cover to the smallest size thumbnail and then enlarge it to four times 
that size. See if the re-scaled covers read well in all sizes. If not, increase 
the font size of your title and other pertinent information and retest.

Learn to keep an objective eye on design. Critique your book covers for 
presentation, readability, clarity, colors, and proportions. Ask yourself: 
Does both the thumbnail and its enlarged version retain all the same 
qualities? If your answer is yes, the book cover is worthy to post.

Here is an example of a scale-able cover which is shown in rectangle and 
square formats. As previously mentioned my educational products are 
presented in the square format. My main stream ebookstores carry the 
rectangle sizes. Many of my products are sold in both ebookstores. 

Almost every rectangle cover can be re-scaled to the square cover size 
without any other editing. Here is one example where I did not have to 
do any cover edits other than re-scale the height.
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Re-scaling the height will distort your type fonts and images. The following 
example was edited to keep the cover components to their original size. 
Therefore, on the ebook below, vertical space was added for the rectangle 
cover to elongate it, leaving the true-size type styles and images intact. 
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Lesson 25: Lesson Recap

Lesson 1: Hard Core Cover Re-dos
Ebook covers that don't sell need a face-lift. It's never to late to re-cover.

Lesson 2: Changing Backgrounds
Titles need to be supported by appropriate background effects.

Lesson 3: Get the Picture!
Cover images are worth more than 1000 words! Great covers = SALES!

Lesson 4: DO Judge a Book by ITS Cover!
A great book cover when scrutinized to satisfaction, SELLS. 

Lesson 5: The Cover Match
All elements on your cover must shine—and complement each other.

Lesson 6: Type styles Set the Mood
Like furnishing your home, type styles are vital to cover decor.

Lesson 7: Visual Pizzazz
Eye Appeal = Notice + SALES!

Lesson 8: Cover Worthy
You know one when you see one!

Lesson 9: Build Your Product Line
Winning sellers spawn more sellers.

Lesson 10: Fill Your eBook Store
Quality ebooks comes before quantity.

There is more....
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Thank YOU! 4 Reading

Your Rating & Comments are Appreciated! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Patty Ann is a life-long educator who has taught college, high school, and 
was an Instructional Designer who wrote training for corporate customer 
service. Now Patty authors a variety of genres. From fiction and non-fiction, 
to real life use-it-now lesson books.

Patty is an avid animal lover. All her book proceeds benefit animal welfare 
through her Patty Ann’s Pet Project a 501(c)(3).  You can connect with 
Patty Ann through her website at PattyAnn.net.
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